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YOUR STORAGE. 
ELEVATED.
A zoning system with endless possibilities
Say hello to Freewall QB, the zoning system developed by Freewall 

that aims to give your workspace, meeting areas and breakout zones 

a fresher look.

In conjunction with Freewall’s storagewall system, all your storage 

needs will be covered with an added touch of  elegance.

All with the usual versatility and outstanding quality that 

distinguishes Freewall products.
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Flexibility where it’s most needed

The key concept when conceiving Freewall QB was exactly that: 

flexibility. We wanted to develop a product that is simple to 

imagine, configure and implement.

No two workplaces are the same, so flexibility and ease to 

adapt to any layout has been paramount.

However, that’s not the only feature that makes Freewall QB a 

great solution. Discover what else it has to offer.

RIGID STEEL 
STRUCTURE

SECURED TO 
SURFACE

SLEEK SATIN 
FRAMES

MFC / PLYWOOD 
INSERTS

FULLY 
CUSTOMIZABLE



Designed to be smart in your 
workplace, even if it’s your home.

We wanted to create a product that has a real presence in office 

spaces, but which can also be enjoyed by those who work form 

home.

Freewall QB is a perfect fit for a home office setting, creating an 

elegant work zone to sit and open a laptop.

 It has all the necessary accessories, from closed cabinets and 

drawer inserts to an extendable desktop.

Or it can be simply fitted as an ornamental solution to 

showcase your decorative style!

We can virtually match any finish for our inserts, so it gently 

blends into your room of choice. 
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Start planning

Ready to get started? Designing a Freewall QB layout is easy. The modules come 

in 5 different levels and it’s supplied as starter and extension blocks, which 

eliminates the duplication of vertical uprigths.

The initial footprint for a single module is 450 x 450mm and each added 

module increases the run length by 425mm. Also available are double modules 

which take the space of two single modules.

There is no limit on the extension or shape of the runs, which can  be combined 

to form bridges, corners and islands.

FLOOR-STANDING

Build the QB frame straight 
onto the floor, adjustable 
feet anchors are supplied 
to ensure the run is levelled 
and properly secured to the 
surface.

MOUNTED OVER UNITS

It is possible to add the QB  
frame on top of Freewall’s 
pre-made base units for 
a combined run of lower 
storage and upper shelving!

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

450 + 425 + 425 + 425 + 425 ...

2150

1725

1300

875

450
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CONSTRUCT ENCLOSED SPACES

COMBINE WITH BASE UNITS

ADD BRIDGE SECTIONS

BUILD INTO CORNERS AND TURNS

CREATE SHELVING ISLANDS

MIX VARIOUS HEIGHTS AND WIDTHS
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Mix & match between accessories

Why settle for just empty frames?

Fill in the gaps with the range of Freewall QB inserts and 

accessories that will convert it into the zoning solution you need.

From plain shelves, panels and boxes to lighting and USB 

chargers, we can supply anything that you can imagine as our 

product is manufactured in-house.

All QB inserts are supplied in a variety of materials and finishes to 

suit any style and ambience.

Thinking of anything not on show? Simply contact us and we’ll be 

more than happy to help you find the best item.

MFC RANGE PLYWOOD FABRICS GLASS
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QB INSERTS & ACCESSORIES

SOLID SHELF
QMSS *

GLASS SHELF
QGSS *

SOLID UPRIGHT
QMFP *

HOOK
QPHO

PLANTER
QPLN *

ALCOVE WITH BACK
QBBX *

OPEN ALCOVE
QNBX *

* Marked items also available as double width modules

ACCOUSTIC PANEL
QACP *

PENDANT LIGHT
QPLI

LOCKER BOX
QLBX *

USB CHARGER
QUSB

mounted on back of boxvarious locks avalable

light bulb not includednon-waterproof,
plants not included
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QB LARGE ACCESSORIES & BASE UNITS

WHITEBOARD PANEL
QWHT

LOCKER BASE UNIT
PBL1 / PBL2

DOORS BASE UNIT
PBD1 / PBD2

OPEN BASE UNIT
PBO1 / PBO2

SOFT SEATING BENCH
QSCU

SEATING BENCH
QSBE

EXTENDABLE DESK
QDEX

TV ALCOVE
QTVA

GARMENT RAIL
QGAR

TOPPING PLANTER
QTPL

various locks avalablepush-to-open doors adjustable shelves

Large accessories available in different heights and widths

non-waterproof,
plants not included



We take care of everthing else
Once we have discussed your needs and found the perfect 

design that suits your requirements, our team will get 

to work to producing and delivering everything  that is 

needed.

As with other Freewall products, we offer our dedicated 

installation teams to build and leave your QB bays ready 

to go.

So, leave it to us, sit down and relax.

Let’s talk
Contact us to discuss the possibilities 

of our Freewall QB system.

+44 01403 785 985

sales@freewall.co.uk

www.freewall.com
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freewallsystems
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Freewall Systems Ltd
Daux Road
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